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1. MOTIVATION: BLACK HOLE POPULATION IN4

THE UNIVERSE5

With roughly 70 binary black hole merger (BBHs)6

events detected by the Advanced LIGO and Advanced7

Virgo Scientific Collaboration, it is possible to the infer8

the overall character of black hole population in the uni-9

verse. Based on the third Gravitational-wave Transient10

Catalog (GWTC-3), The LIGO Scientific Collaboration11

et al. (2021) looked into the mass and spin distribution,12

overall merger rate, as well as the cosmological evolu-13

tion of binary black holes. These information provides14

valuable information on high mass star formation and15

history of stellar evolution, as well as how compact ob-16

jects fit in the evolution of the universe.17

The BBHs population has been fitted with models18

and described with the associated population hyper-19

parameters. For example, Figure 1 shows the esti-20

mated primary mass distribution of BBHs using the21

currently most commonly accepted POWER LAW +22

PEAK model (PP) model.23

Figure 1. Probability density function of the primary mass
distribution for the fiducial Power-Peak (PP) model. (For
more on the model, please see Talbot & Thrane (2018))
The solid lines show the posterior population distribution
(PPD) and the region shows the 90 percent credible interval
of GWTC-3 (blue) and GWTC-2 (black), respectively. As
shown in the figure, GWTC-3 suggests that the primary mass
has more prominent peaks than we previously observed.(The
LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. 2021)

Aiming to evaluate the parameter estimation’s perfor-24

mance, compare different black hole population models,25

discuss effects of outliers, and improve the general mod-26

eling process; we want to conduct goodness-of-fit tests27

on each step of the hyper-parameter estimation. In ad-28

dition to supplement the GWTC-3 estimations, the test29

can also help to better understand the expected polula-30

tion from the upcoming forth observation run (O4.) For31

this project, I focus on the mass distribution of BBHs.32

2. METHODS: STRAIN, EVENTS, AND33

POPULATION34

We obtained the estimation of hyper-parameters with35

two steps. First, mass, spin, redshift, inclination, etc.36

of the individual BBHs are estimated from the strain37

data from the interferometer. The individual BBHs pa-38

rameters are then used to estimate the astrophysical39

distribution of the population. The two-step approach,40

also known as the hierarchical Bayesian inference (Tal-41

bot et al. 2019), is described below.42

2.1. Single event parameters43

15 parameters describes an individual BBHs events:44

8 intrinsic parameters that characterized the spin and45

mass of the two black holes, 7 extrinsic parameters that46

describe the binary’s position and orbit as seen by us.47

Packages such as BILBY (Ashton et al. 2019) and LAL-48

Inference (Veitch et al. 2015) use bayesian inference to49

estimate the parameters from the strain data. (Figure50

2.) The result is given in the form of posterior samples.51

Each sample contain a possible combination of the pa-52

rameters that may create the obseved signal. The distri-53

bution of parameters in the posterior sample represent54

the probability distribution of each parameters includ-55

ing how they may be correlated, as shown in Figure 3.56

One thing to note is that the estimated parameters57

are in the detector frame, the properties we see on earth.58

However, many BBHs events happened far away enough59

that we must take cosmology into consideration. We can60

directly estimate the luminosity distance from the strain61

data. With the assumption of current date cosmological62
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Figure 2. The strain data of BBHs event GW150914 at the
LIGO Hanford observatory. The strain contains 4 seconds of
data around the event. (Abbott et al. 2021)

Figure 3. The posterior distribution of primary mass (m1),
and secondary mass (m2) of GW150914 and there correla-
tion. In this corner plot, all other parameters are marginal-
ized. The dotted line marked the 90 percent credibility in-
terval——90 percent of the posterior sample is in this mass
range.

parameters, we can calculate the redshift of the event.63

(Hogg 1999) The redshift can then be used to calculate64

the source frame parameters of the events. The source65

frame parameter is independent of the observer and re-66

flect the astrophysical information that we would like to67

use.68

2.2. Population Hyper-Parameters69

Similar to single event parameter estimation where70

we take in observed strain data as the likelihood to ob-71

tain the posterior distribution, (In this case, as we don’t72

know much about the event, we use uninformative prior73

in the bayesian inference.) we use ”data” of the in-74

dividual events to obtain posterior distribution of the75

population hyper-parameter. Here, the ”data” is the76

parameter estimation of all events.77

We first define the hyper-parameters we want to esti-78

mate with out model. For instance, the most important79

ones of the POWER LAW + PEAK model are the index80

of the power law, the lower mass cutoff, the position of81

the peak, the width of the peak, and the contribution of82

the peak in the entire distribution. Several other hyper-83

parameters describe the detailed shape of the distribu-84

tion, but they may not be as important.85

With the hyper-parameters defined, we can construct86

the likelihood for the bayesian inference. For each87

BBHs, we can calculate the probability of getting such88

events under a defined population model (the model is89

characterized with hyper-parameters). Given that all90

events are independent, the probability of getting all the91

events—-the likelihood–is the product of all individual92

probability.93

L(d|Λ) =
N∏
i

P (θi|Λ) (1)94

Where Λ is the hyper-parameter and θi is the parameter95

of the ith event.96

However, we do not have the exact value of the pa-97

rameter describing each single events. We can only infer98

their probability distribution from the strain data.99

L(d|Λ) =
N∏
i

∫
dθiL(di|θi)p(θi|Λ) (2)100

Here the L(di|θi) term is the probability of getting θi for101

the ith event given the strain data. We integrate over102

all θi that we can get from the strain data to get the103

total probability, hence the
∫
dθiL(di|θi) term. In real-104

ity, we do not have a smooth probability distribution,105

but rather discrete samples that represent the events.106

The number of samples represent the probability (sim-107

ilar to how histogram is used to describe probability108

density.) Instead of reintegration, we add up the proba-109

bility of each sample to construct our hyper-parameter110

likelihood.111

L(d|Λ) =
N∏
i

∑
θi∼L(di|θi)

p(θi|Λ) (3)112

Finally, like all other astronomical observation, gravi-113

tational detection is subjected to selection effect: more114

massive black holes that create stronger signals are eas-115

ier to detect. We correct this bias by including a ”de-116

tection probability” term.117

L(d|Λ) ∝

N∏
i

∫
dθiL(di|θi)p(θi|Λ)

pdet(Λ)
N

(4)118

119

pdet(Λ) =

∫
p(θ|Λ)pdet(θ)dθ (5)120

The ”detection probability” term include the probabil-121

ity of detecting each parameter and the probability of122

detection such parameter under certain model.123
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With the likelihood defined, we pass it to python pack-124

age gwpopulation to define do the bayesian inference.125

3. PROJECT: GOODNESS-OF-FIT126

For my specific project, we want to conduct multi-127

ple goodness-of-fit test to test the accountability of the128

analysis process as well as better understand the effect129

of data and models in the analysis.130

1. Single and Multiple Parameter Goodness-of-Fit131

Test We want to test how well the GWTC-3 (The132

LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. 2021) popu-133

lation estimation agrees with the predicted distri-134

bution. We may use the model to generate events135

arbitrarily, and see how well we can recover the136

model through the analysis process, similar to the137

conparision we conduct between the GWTC-2 and138

GWTC-3 estimation in Figure 4. (The LIGO Sci-139

entific Collaboration et al. 2021) We may conduct140

χ2 test or Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (ks-test) to141

compare the resulting posterior distribution with142

the model.143

Figure 4. The empirical cumulative density function of pri-
mary mass, effective inspiral spin, and redshift. The blue
region represent the distribution from GWTC-3, while the
grey represent the distribution from GWTC-2. The solid
lines show the median while the shaded area are 90 percent
credible interval. (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al.
2021) For this project, we hope to conduct similar compari-
son between the observed GWTC-3 population and the the-
oretical modeled population.

2. Leave-One-Out Test In the analysis of the GWTC-144

3 population, outliers with extreme mass values145

were left out because they significantly changed146

the posterior result and does not agree with the147

prediction generated by the others. This leave us148

to wonder whether other events that are included149

in the analysis would also significantly change150

the result, and what are the impact of individ-151

ual events. We may test this by run the estima-152

tion many times with one events excluded for each153

run. Noted that though some events are marked154

as “outliers”, they still bear astrophysical signifi-155

cance.156

3. Model Comparison The currently most commonly157

used POWER LAW + PEAK (Talbot & Thrane158

2018) model consist of two parts: a power law mo-159

tivated by the initial mass function (IMF) of stel-160

lar formation, where higher mass stars are much161

rarer than the low mass ones, and a peak mo-162

tivated by the pulsational pair-instability super-163

novae (PPSN) graveyard, where stars over a cer-164

tain threshold would experience explosions and165

leave remnants of similar masses after the super-166

novae. However, this is not the only model that167

describe the binary black hole population. Other168

parametric model describe the lower and higher169

mass cutoff differently, and hierarchical mergers170

may create additional peaks in the mass distribu-171

tion. Other models attempt to describe the dis-172

tribution with non-parametric models, where the173

distribution is almost solely rely on the observed174

data. We want to see how the posterior distribu-175

tion change when assuming different models. By176

comparing the Bayes factor, We want to inves-177

tigate that whether other models can also yield178

nicely-fitted result and whether we should consider179

them for later analysis.180
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